THE MASTER FRAMESET
This frame is designed to turn quick due to the steep 72 degree head angle. The relatively short wheelbase (36"–38") makes pivoting moves easier. The bottom bracket shell and head tube feature precision machined (not pressed on) collars for extra strength. The oversize downtube meets the headtube high to allow room for both brake clearance and a heavy duty chromoly box gusset. The rear dropouts have a unique coaster brake mounting bracket placed on top of the chainstay and a strengthening ridge along the bottom to resist flexing. Twin top tubes form a platform from behind the seat forward to the head tube and all tubing is 4130 chromoly. The fork is also 100% chromoly and is predrilled for a front brake. The MASTER is available in chrome or white with bold color graphics.

THE SPORT FRAMESET
The SPORT utilizes most of the MASTER's proven features. 4130 chromoly tubing, precision machined bottom bracket shell and head tube, identical forks, dropouts, and reinforcing gusset. The SPORTS wheelbase is longer (36"–37") for improved tracking and stability at higher speeds. (Steering is not as quick as the MASTER.) The SPORT features a unique two into one top tube design that provides a slightly shorter platform area than the MASTER.

FREESTYLE BIKES
FST: The first affordable freestyle bike. FST designates that this bike is for Freestyle, street, or track riding. The short wheelbase and moderately steep head angle deliver quick, controlled performance. A Sport top tube configuration, DiaComp front and rear brake, 4130 chromoly tubing, downtube gusset, and chromoly cranks add up to freestyle, but the light UKAI alloy rims, suntour free wheel, National Panarace tires and overall fun handling make this a great street bike and believe it or not, an acceptable racing bike. You can't afford to own a freestyle bike for less than this.

SPORT: We've equipped the Sport frameset with a special component group to provide state of the art freestyle performance at a reasonable price. Tough ACS Z films, Sugino chromoly cranks, chromoly bars and seatpost distinguish the SPORT from the FST. DiaComp 900 rear caliper and SunTour coaster brake provide excellent braking. The SPORT can take you to new heights in freestyle riding.

MASTER: The ultimate in componentry. "A true top of the line freestyler" as Freestyler magazine put it. The classic MASTER frameset is loaded with trick freestyle parts. Skyway Tuff II wheels, Redline Forklift stem with detangler bolt, National Freestyler tires, Oakley B2 grips. Hetta alloy headset, Sugino CT75 three-piece chromoly cranks, MNS graphite pedals, DiaComp MX 1000 front and rear calipers with Tech 3 levers and more. This is it.
The first freestyle frameset was designed by Bob Haro. And Haro Freestyler framesets are still second to none. Because into every frameset we've built, we have put in over eight years of freestyle riding, and three years of frame building experience. Experience that no one else has. If you want the best, there's only one choice, Haro.
NUMBERPLATES

Haro introduced the first BMX numberplate in the late seventies and ever since then we’ve set the pace in design and selection. All Haro numberplates are precision molded and formulated to produce a rigid yet flexible panel. They attach easily with either reusable Velcro fasteners or plastic zip ties. Don’t settle for cheap imitations, get the original, HARO.

CIRCUIT BOARD:
Over a year in the making, the current state of the art in numberplate design. A three piece plate system that lets you choose between a white solid panel or a vented grid panel. The solid panel is approved for all race sanctioning bodies. Both panels attach with Velcro fasteners and the frame clips onto the molded snaps on the back of each panel. The frame’s flexible straps wrap around the crossbar and reattach to the back of the panel with four removable clips. The same clips are also used to attach molded Haro Tech numbers to either panel.

SERIES 1B: Ready to race with Velcro fasteners, locating holes for the Haro Tech number system and vented lower panel approved by all sanctioning bodies. Six team color combinations with white center panel are available.

TECHPLATE: Ultralight molded grid panel. Velcro fasteners, Tech number system locating holes and air flow design. Six team colors.

FLO PANEL: Simple, functional design. Slots surrounding the center of the plate provide air flow through the plate and decreased weight. Available in five solid colors.

COLORPLATE: A basic, inexpensive numberplate. Available in five colors with built in Haro quality.
MOUTHGUARD: A mouthguard designed for BMX riders exclusively. Futuristic styling with multiple slots for ventilation and filter foam backing to keep out dust. Tough fiber reinforced straps hold it on and suspend the protective frame away from your face. Five colors with contrasting foam and hot stamp.

VISORS: Peak or bubble. Bold Haro graphics and quality construction.
SOFTWARE

HARO LEATHER GLOVES
The ultimate in BMX gloves. These gloves are designed with light palm padding to minimize bunching on handle grips and to reduce fatigue. Reinforced double stitching in critical areas and flexible padding are used to protect the fingers and outside of the hand. Haro's unique spandex cuff and ventilated spandex material between the fingers trap perspiration and allow air flow to cool hands naturally. Gloves come in several color combinations: Red, white and blue, blue and white, black and white, blue and yellow, red black and white, sizes XS, S, M, and L.

COTTON GLOVES
Haro takes the cotton gloves a step further, 100% cotton makes this glove a sure fit. The exclusive Haro lateral line palm pattern provides an excellent traction on the grips under any weather condition. Computerized graphics are on the surface of the glove with the word Haro and our chevron logo. Gloves are available in red, blue, black, white, and yellow. Sizes Small and Large.

HARO ELBOW GUARDS
Haro Elbow Guards provide the best in forearm and elbow protection. Designed to be worn over a jersey or with a short sleeve shirt. Haro Elbow Guards feature lightweight foam construction with a sewn in plastic elbow cup for additional coverage. Elastic straps with Velcro® fasteners resist slipping and are easy to put on and take off. Available in small and large sizes in red, blue, black, and white.

HARO VENT JERSEY
Haro racing jerseys are 50% cotton/50% polyester, vented with the popular big “H” logo in front. Five team colors are available: yellow jersey, blue, white jersey, red/blue, white jersey, black/red, white jersey, blue, white jersey, grey/black. Sizes are boy's med, boy's large, men's small, medium and large.

HARO VENTED PANT
Haro Vented pants feature innovations found in no other pant. Deluxe style pant features molded removable knee pads for the ultimate in knee/shin protection, a Haro exclusive. Vented stretch polyester thigh panel is added to the deluxe style for added freedom of movement and cooling. Logo embroidered spandex side stripes down the legs offer additional comfort and fit. New this year on back of pants and shins is satin, a tighter woven nylon pack cloth material with a satin gloss used for added strength and tear resistant protection. Hand sewn on the shins are the words “Haro USA.” Elastic waist and adjustable buckle keeps pants comfortable without being too tight or too loose on you. All pants are tricot lined and feature hip pads. Available in five team colors: DK Blue, L1 Blue/White, red/black/white, black/grey/white, yellow/blue, red/white/blue. Sizes 22 through 34.

HARO STANDARD PANT
Haro Standard pants are constructed of a nylon pack cloth material, fully lined with tricot for freedom of movement and comfort. Logo embroidered spandex side strip and sewn in knee and hip pads for added protection. Elastic waist band and adjustable buckle keeps pants comfortable on you. PANTS are available in five team colors: DK Blue, L1 Blue/White, red/white/blue, black/grey/white, red/black/white and blue/yellow. Sizes 22 through 34.

HARO PADS
These super light safety pads are made of tough nylon pack cloth stuffed with lightweight foam and fastened with stitched-in Velcro® closures. These stylish stem, V-Bar, 3-inch crossbar, 12-inch frame, jumbo frame and 2-bar twin pad are available in solid colors; blue, black, red and white, with the chevron logo silk screened on them.
HARO CORDUROY JACKET
Winter Blizzards, between moto’s or cool evenings with your favorite chick, you’ll be warmer and more stylish with a new Haro Corduroy jacket. 100% corduroy construction raglan sleeves and nehru collar are features along with side zipper for easy wearing. Fits jacket has heavy duty cuffs and waistband spandex for additional protection in keeping the heat and cold out. It’s grey and the Haro blue color combo along with embroidered Haro Racing logo make this stylish jacket for dress or casual wear. Available in sizes small, medium.

HARO FLIGHT BAG/GEAR BAG/DAY PACK
Gear bags, flight bags and day packs are available in a blue durable nylon pack cloth with ultra bold Haro graphics in gray. The flight bag fits a standard 20-inch bicycle for easy air transportation. Small end pocket fits pedele and any other part which might rattle around and scratch your bike. Haro gear bag is designed to hold all your racing products, helmets, shoes, pants etc. Haro day packs are great for school books or accessories.

HARO SWEATSHIRT
Warm up those cold and dismal days at the races this winter season in a new Haro sweatshirt. Pull over design with hood and tube pocket will keep those idle hands and head summer time warm. 50/50 blend material will make mom happy cause it won’t shrink! So if you’re hanging between moto’s or scaring at school stay cool and be warm, available in blue only with clean Haro racing division logo in white and grey. Sizes small, medium and large.

HARO HATS
Haro hats feature one size fits all adjustability and come in two styles. Cloth cap in blue with the chevron logo embroidered in front and a white polyester cap with the Haro logo silk screened in blue/green.

HARO T-SHIRTS
Up-beat t-shirts designed by Bob Haro. Available in three new styles. The chevron t-shirt consists of a grey 100% cotton t-shirt with our famous Haro racing division chevron logo. The Freestyle t-shirt available in white 100% cotton with a bright graphic design of a BMX racer centered in a rectangular square. The Big “H” t-shirt also constructed of 100% white cotton has a four color design located in a yellow triangle in front. All t-shirts are available in boy’s medium, boy’s large, men’s small, men’s medium and men’s large pre-shrunk 100% cotton.
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